Abstract
Introduction
With an increasing number of on-orbit running satellites and more complex running environment, a lot uncertainty of information in measured data is more prominent. In order to ensure the normal running of on-orbit satellite, a real time effective system fault forecasting diagnosis must be studied. However, an effective approach for the uncertain information processing needs to be studied, which is the only way to carry out a real-time effective fault diagnosis of satellite.
Data mining is a process of selection, exploration and modeling to a mass of data for discovering beforehand unknown rules and relations, whose purpose is to get some clear and useful results for the owner of the database [1] .
The spread speed of data mining was very fast, and its application scope was widespread day by day [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The literatures [2, 4] provided several data mining algorithms and some applications in engineering. [3, 6] introduced three data mining algorithms in medicine applications. However, the data mining industry was still in the initial stage of development in China, the domestic industries basically didn't have their own data mining systems. Now, some algorithms on data mining have been relatively mature [7] [8] [9] . The decision Tree algorithm based on CHAID, some rules generated by Scenario could be applied to the unclassified data set to predict which records would have promising results. Scenario's decision tree algorithm is very flexible, which gives the user the choice to split any variable, or the choice of splitting with statistical significance. He carried out the graphical analysis to the crude data by using the fold line chart, histogram and scatter plot. Liang Xun listed several main software developers on data mining [2] . This paper introduces a new approaches on data mining, uses it and other classical supervised learning data mining technologies to learn and classify 1020 data, validates the feasibility and effectiveness for the new data mining approach, and compares the performance of these approaches with each other, so as to hope that can select an optimum mining approach for fault diagnosis of satellite. This paper uses the 4 indexes as standards to evaluate the performance of the approach.
Fuzzy incomplete approach
An important characteristic of data mining using rough set [10] approach is to use a positive region to perform the reduction of data or attribute. The definitions of the positive region and the reduction are as follows: 
From theorem 2.1 seen, the core is the intersection of all reductions. Its effect has two aspects: First, it can be used as the computable basis of all reductions, because the core is included in all reductions and the calculation can be immediately carried out. Second, it can be explained that it is the set of knowledge characteristic which cannot be eliminated in knowledge reduction. Therefore, the attribute reduction can be started from the core attribute, and then other attributes can be analyzed one by one.
The reduction for the information system of decision table is a reduction problem for a conditional attribute C to relative to decision-making attributes. That is, some necessary conditional attributes are found from the set of conditional attributes, so as to make the classification formed by this part conditional attributes to relative to the decision-making attributes and the classification formed by all the conditional attributes to relative to the decision-making attributes are consistent, i.e., the necessary conditional attributes have the same classification ability with all the conditional attributes to relative to the decision-making attribute D .
A common reduction algorithm is as follows:
Input: a set of conditional attribute is
, and a set of decision-making
Output: a set of attribute reduction is ( ) RED  .
Step 1: compute the C positive region of D is ( )
Step 2: for an attribute i a C  , after it is removed, the obtained subset of conditional
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Step 3: if Otherwise, the attribute reduction
In addition to the approach of calculating reduction in accordance with the definition of reduction, there is a heuristic reduction algorithm based on the importance of attribute.
The heuristic reduction algorithm uses the core as the starting point of calculating reduction, which calculates a best or a specified minimum reduction by user. The algorithm uses the importance of attribute as a heuristic rule. First, the algorithm adds an attribute to the attribute set according to the importance of attribute from big to small one by one, until the set is a reduction. Then the algorithm checks every attribute in the set, and judges whether removing this attribute will change the dependence of the set to decision-making attributes. If not affecting, then delete it. The worst-case complexity of this algorithm is
because the max number of execution cycle is C . The complexity of the dependence degree among the attributes is the same as that of the positive region. The heuristic reduction algorithm based on the importance of attribute is shown as follows:
Initialize the candidate set Red as the core attribute: Red=Core . Calculate the dependence degree of the entire conditional attribute set, labeled as fmax . max 0  .
When max<fmax .
Try to add a new attribute in Red every time. Calculate the dependent coefficient of the set Red , and then find an attribute i which makes the dependent coefficient of Red is maximal.
 
Calculate the dependence degree of max=Red . For each non-core attribute of Red , try to remove it and view whether it influences the dependent coefficient of Red . If not, then delete it.
Return Red , end. By the similarity degree d between the measured attribute value and the necessary attribute of the above-mentioned core set, and according to the cut set, we do the attribute or data reduction. The similarity degree is bigger, the deviation between the measured attribute and the necessary attribute is smaller, which shows the measured attribute is a necessary attribute, otherwise, this measured attribute is a unnecessary attribute. 
Based on the definition of fuzzy synthetic function, define the synthetic similar degree of the deviation from time 1 to time l is
Where the  is a definition operator.
Here, the fuzzy synthetic functions l S may be selected as follows 
According to the historical measured data of satellite, the initial decision-making information systems can be obtained. Assume the satellite fault caused by the "Attitude control unit", "Attitude sensing device", "Satellite clock", and "Computer". 1  2  4  1  2  3 , , , , ,
For the attribute SC, we use the above section (1) and (2)   , i.e., we may think that the attribute SC is an unnecessary attribute. According to the same method, we calculate other attributes, and know if the fault of attribute AC or AD appears, then the satellite fault will appear, but the fault of attribute SC or CM appears, the satellite fault will not always appear. So the attribute AC or AD is the necessary attribute.
This shows that the "Attitude control unit" and the "Attitude sensing device" are necessary in determining the satellite fault, however, one of other two factors that are the "Satellite clock" and the "Computer" is unnecessary. As a result, two mining results of decision-making information systems are obtained.
Comparison of the new and existing decision tree approaches in fault diagnosis of satellite

Confusion matrix
The confusion matrix is used for calculating the classification accuracy. To the classification of 2 categories as an example, the confusion matrix is shown in Table 1 . That is, the confusion matrix is
In Table 1 N is the number of samples for the second kind correct classification, i.e., denotes the number of the samples that actually belong to the error and are also classified as the error. The e N is the number of samples for the error classification, i.e., denotes the number of the samples that actually belong to the error but classified as the correct. 
Experiment and comparison
In the previous literatures [3, 6, 11, 12] , the forecast accuracy of the decision tree approach is higher than the corresponding value of other approaches, and its standard deviation is less than that of other approaches. But by experimental validation, these performances of the fuzzy incomplete approach introduced in this paper are better than those of the decision tree approach. The conclusion is shown in the following.
The test results of two approaches on data mining are given in experiment in here, i.e., the test results of performance of the fuzzy incomplete and decision tree approaches for 10-group samples of historical measured data of satellite, which are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the Fin denotes the fuzzy incomplete approach. The Dt denotes the decision tree approach. The l denotes the sequence number. The P denotes the classified rate.
We experiment with 10-group data to compare the fuzzy incomplete approach with the existing approaches [3, 6, 11, 12] , but for simplicity, the test results of only one sample set here are given, as shown in Table 3 . By the experiment of 10-group data, the results of correct performance to every approach are shown in Figure 1~Figure 3 . In this study, we use four indexes which are the forecast accuracy, error classified rate, missed classified rate and runtime to compare the performances of two data mining approaches. From Figure 1~ Figure 3 and Table 3 known, the fuzzy incomplete approach has the highest forecast accuracy for every group measured data, which it is higher than those of other approaches. The average forecast accuracy of fuzzy incomplete approach is also slightly higher than that of the other approaches, and its runtime is least. Moreover, in the test of small sample set, the standard deviation of the forecast accuracy of fuzzy incomplete approach in the 10 groups, mean of error classified rate and missed classified rate all are less than those of the other approaches, which it indicates its forecast results are relatively stable. Therefore, the performance of the forecast model established by the fuzzy incomplete approach is slightly better than that of other models on the whole, so the fuzzy incomplete approach is a preferred approach, secondly, followed by the decision tree.
Conclusions
This paper uses the two data mining approaches to test 10-group data. A best performance is selected from every approach based on the accuracy, error classified rate, missed classified rate and running time to compare with each other, in order to discover a suitable approach for fault diagnosis of satellite. The test results show that the fuzzy incomplete approach is better than the decision tree. 
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